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This Month
By Nicholas Bray

First up this month, we have James Jones returning with an article on movie games. 

We also have some cool blogs and editorials, including articles on the ups and downs to playing 
Pokémon competitively, a tribute to a damaged Game Boy companion, the NWR Community 
voicing their opinions on Mario RPGs, and a look at last year's PAX East, along with a photo 
collection from this year's show.

For features, If  I Were in Charge of  Zelda continues with Andrew Brown discussing his thoughts
on making Link female, Jonathan Metts discusses the future of  Metroid, and to wrap things
up we have a Nintendo history lesson with Donkey Kong Vs King Kong.

This month, we also have an Extra Life on Billy Hatcher, an interview with Yuji Naka, (who 
helped create Sonic the Hedgehog), and reviews of  new and old games such as BIT.TRIP... 
Runner2 and The Hobbit.

Staff  Profiles, Fan Art, and the answers to Zach’s Jeopardy questions are all here, too.

We need your questions for the mailbag! Send them to: poweredoff@nintendoworldreport.com.

mailto:poweredoff@nintendoworldreport.com
mailto:poweredoff@nintendoworldreport.com
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During the Radio Free Nintendo panel at PAX East, one 
attendee asked about the seemingly unavoidable fate of  
“movie games.” The exact question was lost on me in the 
moment, and in fact I made some smart-ass suggestion for a 
movie based on the Where’s Waldo NES game. I’m not sure 
we really answered the root question. We named some movie 
games that are good, and we made up some movies we would 
like to see as games. I think the real question is more of  a 
“why aren’t movie games any good?” 

Jonny, Gui, and myself  had this very conversation later in the 
weekend and it forced me to concede that Metts occasionally 
has good ideas (although not to his face). The basic crux of  
his argument was that when you start with a movie license 
and try to build a game, you’re forced to build on the license 
rather than build a property organically around a gameplay 
concept that is already fun. 

We did a poor job of  highlighting this during the panel, so I’d 
like to be indulged in putting this into the terms Nintendo 
fans would appreciate. When Nintendo creates a game, its 
“process” involves building gameplay prototypes and 
continually refining them until it’s hit on a successful system, 
and then structuring the game around it. While this doesn’t 
always work perfectly—at one point Link’s Crossbow 
Training involved a gun from a time warp—it does have a 
higher success rate than just assuming you can slap any old 
thing under the Game of  Thrones license and be successful. 

Could we make a good movie game? Of  course. But, like all 
games, it requires money and time. Often licensed games lack 
both, but time is especially tight when dealing with a tie-in. A 
game needs to be ready to launch alongside a movie, but like 
all creative mediums, movies evolve during production. 
Development of  the video game tie-in has to wait until such a 
time that the movie is mostly settled. I have played plenty of  
movie games where the game seems to differ from the movie, 
and sometimes developers try to avoid the main plot of  the 
movie and make it a side story for just this reason. 

Another often under-acknowledged problem with the license 
game is in fact the exact opposite of  what Dr. Metts 
identified. Rather than building an unrewarding devotional to 
a property, the game becomes a bumbling mess of  self-aware 
iconography thinly layered atop a product of  the closest genre 
mold the producers could approximate. 

Avatar was, oddly, the branching-off  point for the above 
conversation and in fact encapsulates all the above issues that 

can derail a game. Avatar (henceforth: "the movie") is three 
hours of  James Cameron’s "world building" dick-waving. 
Sprawling set pieces, an entire ecosystem of  exotic creatures, 
alien rituals, and a society predicated on living inside a giant 
tree fort make for a movie that lives and dies by how 
frequently it pumps new stimuli before your eyes (especially in 
its expansive use of  3D). 

I reviewed Avatar on Wii (henceforth "the game") just prior to 
the film's release. I made an effort to see the film before 
submitting my review on the chance it colored my perception 
of  the game. As a "professional" reviewer, I'm not sure this 
stands up as acceptable practice ("the game should speak for 
itself") but the experience felt incomplete at that juncture. So, 
yes, I probably broke some rule of  game reviews, but in a 

world where you 
can be sent 
themed cakes 
based on major 
releases, I don’t 
think I erred too 
badly. The funny 
part is the game 
managed to 
check all the 
above problems 
of  movie games, 
even if  they seem 
in direct 
opposition to one 
another.

Movie Games By James Jones

This dude’s sense of 
camouflage is pretty bad.
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In my review, I compared the game to Star Fox Adventure for 
its one guy with a staff  beating up enemies in linear jungle 
overworld. It’s an unavoidable comparison; the SFA varnish is  
everywhere, although without the quality. That said, the game 
has you play as a single Navi who somehow manages to 
totally wipe out legion after legion of  human military might 
using a stick. It’s a generic action adventure that, while 
technically set on Pandora, makes absolutely no sense. Why 
can my wooden staff  break giant metal robots? It felt as if  the 
designers just decided that this genre construct was easiest to 
drape in the Avatar clothing and stuck with it regardless of  
logic. The game doesn’t even really use the iconography of  
the movie. Ultimately, the entire premise of  the film is the 
removal of  humanity from Pandora and the primary cause of 
strife is humanity’s desire to knock down the giant tree. Said 
tree never actually shows up in the game. Nor do any sings of 
such conflict. The only quest is a blue guy collecting masks.

Again, this is probably not disconnected from the fact the 
game was in development during the production of  the 
movie. Despite James Cameron’s seemingly endless E3 2009 
presentation, this game was not THAT much of  a labor of  
love. By being so disconnected from the film’s plot, the game 
was totally immunized from anything that got cut during 
editing. The Wii version has an extra cost-cutting element: 
the Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 versions of  Avatar feature a 
second half  of  the game that has the player take the roll of  
the human soldiers. This was totally cut from the Wii version. 
Got to make those deadlines.

So, back to the question: can you make a good movie game? 
Yes, but I think there needs to be some considerations in play. 

Tying it to the launch date of  the movie is probably not going 
to make the task of  producing a game any easier. Trying to 
emulate the major plot points of  the film may not provide a 
complete experience and will make development more 
subordinated to the film’s production. Lastly, the gameplay 
needs to drive how the property is used. Just like any game, a 
movie game requires creativity and problem solving. But 
mostly money. Gotta have that cash.

Close 
enough!
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The complexities of  Pokémon never cease 
to amaze.

There are millions of  Pokémon players in the 
world, but only a small percentage of  those 
people truly take that hobby to the competitive 
level. I’ve tried several times over the years to 
create a Pokémon team that can stand up to the 
best of  them. Unfortunately, I’ve found there are 
several high barriers to entry in the competitive 
world of  Pokémon. With the official Pokémon 

Video Game Championships coming to a close a few weeks 
ago, and Pokémon Black 2 and Pokémon White 2 releasing 
this October, I feel now is a great time to inform people 
about the challenges current competitive players face.

I’ve identified six main barriers to entry in competitive 
Pokémon:

1. General Game Knowledge

Before even getting started with a competitive team a player 
needs to know a lot about the game of  Pokémon. This 
includes knowledge of  Pokémon types, moves, strengths, and 
weaknesses, to name a few. This first step may already seem 
overwhelming to some, but it gets worse: knowledge of  how 
the Pokémon games calculate stats, damage, special effects 
and more is critical. To put it bluntly, a competitive Pokémon 
player needs to do a ton of  homework and really know how 
the game works, even at the unseen level.

2. Metagame Knowledge

Once a competitor knows the intricacies of  the game, he 
then needs to decide on what rule set he is going to play 
under. There are many unofficial, though surprisingly 
standard, tiers of  play and rules the Pokémon community 
has agreed upon. There are also official rules the Pokémon 
Company International sets up for their yearly tournaments. 
After a player determines which rules he would like to play 
under, it becomes necessary to study the metagame to know 
what Pokémon, strategies, and techniques are successful.

3. Team Testing

With all that out of  the way, it’s time to make a team, right? 
Well, sort of. Due to the time necessary to properly train and 
test a team in the actual Pokémon games, it’s best to test any 

team a player 
creates in an 
online battle 
simulator first. 
These battle 
simulators are 
fan-made tools 
for testing teams, 
strategies, and 
more, and are 
not found in the 

games themselves. There are a few of  these unofficial 
simulators out there, and I’ve personally found them an 
invaluable tool in tweaking a possible team for true 
competitive play.

4. Pokémon Acquiring

So you have a team tested and ready to go. Great job, but 
now comes the most difficult step of  the entire process. The 
player needs to catch each Pokémon for his team with the 
correct natures, abilities, and Individual Values (IVs). IVs, for 
those not in the know, are randomly assigned numbers 
between 0 and 31 given to each stat a Pokémon has. IVs are 
calculated when a Pokémon is encountered. Just think of  IVs  
like rolling dice to create a new character in a pen-and-paper 
RPG. Just like characters of  the same type in tabletop games, 
Pokémon of  the same species can have different stats.

It should be noted that actually obtaining Pokémon with the 
wanted IVs can be an extremely difficult and time 
consuming task, especially for those trying it for the first time. 
Some Pokémon can be bred for the right stats, and some 
players do that. Others will manipulate the random number 
generator (RNG) in the games to give Pokémon the right 
stats. RNG manipulation is done with the aid of  a computer 
program that can tell a player the exact date, time, and year 
to start the Pokémon game, since a creature captured at the 
exact right time will have the desired stats. This technique 
technically isn’t cheating since it can be done without using a 
cheating device that 
changes the game 
code, but I’ve 
personally found it 
extremely tedious 
and time 
consuming to pull 
off  correctly.

By Justin Berube

E
D
I
T
O
R
I
A
L

The High Barriers to Entry in 
Competitive Pokémon
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One final way to obtain 
Pokémon with good IVs is to 
get in with a good competitive 
online community. I’ve found 
that cloning Pokémon has 
become an acceptable standard 
by most members of  these 
communities, and as a result 
many good characters are out 
there for trade or barter. The 
only risk here is that Pokémon 
a player receives from a trade 
may be unknowingly hacked, 
and therefore banned, from an 
official tournament. No matter 
how you slice it, obtaining these great Pokémon is going to 
be a difficult task.

5. Pokémon Training

The final step in the entire team creation process is training a 
team properly. Doing so isn’t very difficult, but I’m sure many 
players don’t know the finer points. Every time a Pokémon 
defeats another Pokémon, until a certain point, they get a 
boost to a specific stat. These boosts are known as Effort 
Values (EVs). In fact, feeding Pokémon vitamins increases 
EVs as well. During this process, players have to know what 
Pokémon to defeat, and how many, to effectively spread the 
EV stat boots to the desired stats, as they have an upper limit.

6. Shifting Metagame

When all these steps are completed, a competitive team is 
ready to use. It’s a long process, however there is one ever-
changing barrier to entry: the shifting metagame. 
Approximately every two years, a new main series Pokémon 
game is released that can add new moves, alter old moves, 
change old obtainable moves for characters, and introduce 
new Pokémon and Pokémon forms. These changes can, 
sadly, render an already existing team useless.

-

I’ve found these barriers to entry to be extremely frustrating, 
and I wish they weren’t as high because Pokémon can be an 
extremely fun game when playing against others. As I get 
older, I really don’t have the time necessary to play at a 
competitive level, but I have the utmost respect for those who 
go the extra miles necessary to win. With that said, I want to 
congratulate all the winners of  the Pokémon Video Game 
Championships. You’ve all worked harder than most 
understand is necessary to succeed at Pokémon. I just wish 
the competitive side of  the game were more easily accessible 
so more people can enjoy it.

“The final step 
in the entire 
team creation 
process is 
training a team 
properly. Doing 
so isn’t very 
difficult, but I’m 
sure many 
players don’t 
know the finer 
points.”
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Game Bygones: A Tribute to a Fallen Friend
By Andrew Brown

B
L
O
G

Yeah, that 
headline Game 
Boy pun is a 
stretch. I'm 
sorry. 

As we say 
goodbye to the 
Wii (figuratively 
of  course, I'll be 
keeping and playing mine for years to come), I'll take 
the opportunity to tell another story of  farewell to a 
beloved piece of  personal Nintendo history. Gather 
'round, kids.

Long before I was the insane hoarder of  gaming 
merchandise and collector's edition memorabilia that I 
am, I was a typical kid who had little regard for the 
preservation of  his belongings. Half  of  my old Ninja 
Turtles action figures were broken, had parts missing or 
hand-painted "improvements" where I'd tried to make 
the characters or accessories match the TV series more 
closely. 

I started to learn the value of  looking after stuff  when I 
got my first handheld console, an original Game Boy. 
My model was the clear-case design from the "Play it 
Loud" promotion, which came with a snazzy carry-case 
that held spare batteries and five games in their little 
plastic protector capsules. By the way, those little 
cartridge cases were cool, why don't DS or 3DS games 
come with them? But I digress.

My Game Boy was awesome. Until then I'd only ever 
owned an Atari 2600, which was stored in the living 
room and while technically mine, it was shared with my 
sister and my parents would often watch the games. 
This handheld was mine, my personal window into 
video games, and I treated it with respect. Every time I 
stopped playing, I would carefully pack it back into its 
case and stow the games in their corresponding slots, I 
didn't want anything to happen to my precious gaming 
device. Then one day, fate, as it often does, took a turn 
for the worst.

My parents were out and the phone rang, and in my 
rush to pause Wario Land, race to the kitchen and 
answer it, the Game Boy slipped out of  my hand onto 
the linoleum floor. There was a brief  heart-stopping 
moment followed by an almighty cracking sound and 

then a tinkling of  plastic wrenched loose from its 
regular position. After awkwardly hurrying through the 
telephone call motions, I scooped up my Game Boy to 
inspect the damage. Fortunately, the screen plate had 
just popped off, and the rest of  the console appeared to 
be perfectly intact! Man, those things were sturdy. My 
parents got home and my dad offered to help me 
superglue the screen back on. My relief  was short-
lived.

See, my dad has always been a rather hasty person, he 
lacks a kind of... shall we say, artistic precision. In his 
haste to get the job done and despite my voiced 
concern, he used industrial strength super-glue from his  
tradesman work. Turns out the glue was unsuitable for 
most plastics. This was the result:

After the ensuing earful 
he received from my 
mum about it, it was 
decided that he owed me 
a new Game Boy. The original model was getting hard 
to find by this point as the Game Boy Color had just 
been released in Australia, and so I scored a handheld 
update out of  the deal.

“A partially-melted 
screen with white 

burn marks. Ouch!”

“The purple "Game 
Boy" logo is almost 

worn off, too.”
8
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Despite the damage, the original model still worked and I still 
used it from time to time even though it was impossible to see 
all of  the action. With the Game Boy Advance and the DS 
coming in subsequent years, it saw less and less use until one 
fateful day when I got it out for old time's sake and noticed that 
I'd forgotten to remove the batteries the previous time I'd 
stowed it away in my cupboard. Alas, one of  the batteries had 
leaked in its old age, the final nail in the coffin.

Some day I may try to track down 
another clear Game Boy on eBay 
or something, I always liked the look 
of  the black and green designs as well. Regardless, I'll always 
fondly remember my first piece of  Nintendo hardware as I 
think of  times gone by. Rest in peace old buddy.

“The clear case 
was such a 

cool design.”

“Looks like he's 
come down with 

a case of the 
dreaded "Rusty 
Spring" virus.”

“The legacy. 
What self-
respecting 

game 
journalist 

doesn't keep 
a drawer full 

of 
handhelds?”

Credit for the title pic goes to "Brandon" 
who   uploaded the pic to Amazon.

9
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Check out some community Mario RPG 
thoughts and memories.

After Neal's recent blog about 
the impact of  Super Mario 
RPG in his life, we asked you 
to contribute your own 
thoughts on the SNES game 
and the Mario RPG series 
that followed in later 
generations. Here's a sample 
of  the great responses we 
received:

-

The addition of  RPG gameplay to the Mario formula 
was a defining characteristic for some of  you. 
MrPhishfood praises the simplified numbers game 
Mario RPGs use:

"The one thing I liked about the Mario RPGs I've played is their  
minimalist take on stats. Like in 1000 door your initial damage 
you could do is 1 and the most basic enemies had 2hp. Nearing 
the end of  the game you could boost your attack power to 
something like 8. With numbers like that I can easily quantify the 
number of  attacks I need to make, which lets me focus on strategy.

I've always disliked the ridiculous damage and hp stats in Square 
games that number in the thousands and tens of  thousands, its 
mental arithmetic I can do without."

xcwarrior, on the other hand, views the lack of  
complexity in Paper Mario as a detriment:

"Loved Super Mario RPG. Using Nintendo characters in a 
Square Enix type of  RPG was amazing. Plus you had the timely 
hits for bonus damage. Unique characters we haven't seen since 
unfortunately.

Paper Mario was a big disappointment in comparison. They 
aren't bad games, but as the person above me stated, they are 
really simplified. Good for some people, not good for those of  us 
who love the complexity of  the RPG genre."

The unique styles of  each brand of  Mario RPG were 
also a strong point of  discussion. Adrock points to that 
of  Super Mario RPG in particular:

"I like its simplicity though I liked how the later series were even 
simpler. Square didn't really seem to understand the 
lightheartedness of  the Mario series at times, such as the 
Victorian-esque buildings in the Mushroom Kingdom. For the 
most part though, they kept things light and the game is filled with 
charm and humor. I hope Square Enix and Nintendo revisit Super 
Mario RPG one day with a sequel. I think there's room for a 
more traditional RPG in the Mario universe that's very different 
from Paper Mario and Mario and Luigi."

Many of  you, like Neal, had personal stories and 
particular memories surrounding the Mario RPG 
games. mustbeburt recalls the day he picked up 
Super Mario RPG:

"This game truly blew my mind. I actually picked up a copy 
sometime around 1999-2000.  It was in an SNES bargain bin 
at Toys-R-Us for $8 (this is also where I picked up Mario 
World and Mario All-Stars for $8, as well as Mario Kart and 
all 3 Star Wars games for $5). Pretty much my best haul ever. To 
finish the story I went right from Toys-R-Us to a friend's house 
and got stuck there because of  a huge snow storm. All I wanted to 
do was brave the weather and drive to my house so I could try out 
SMRPG with my brother, but my friend's parents wouldn't let me 
leave due to the weather.  I can still remember reading the 
instruction booklet cover-to-cover on their couch where I crashed 
for the night.I bought SMRPG because it was a Mario game that 
I never actually heard of.  At the time I also didn't know what an 
"RPG" was!  This was my first RPG. I totally fell in love with 
it.  My brother and I were totally blown 
away by it because we never played anything 
in the genre before. We still just 
call it "RPG" to this day."

NWR Community Response: Mario 
RPGs
By Nate Andrews & NWR Community members

B
L
O
G

Check out the original blog in issue #1 
of Powered Off!
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Ian Sane notes how unbelievable the concept of  a 
Mario RPG was at the time:

"One thing that is really cool about Super Mario RPG is that it 
is totally a dream game of  its time.  I remember the first time I 
read about it in Gamepro.  So it's RPG starring Mario so who is 
making it? Well of  course it's Square!  Who else would you want 
making it?  Oh yeah and the graphics are pre-rendered like DKC.  
Well of  course because that's the super cool trend of  the time! 
Nintendo is a rather notoriously unhip company.  Super Mario 
RPG is ridiculously hip for a Super Nintendo RPG released in 
1996."

Red14 describes the profoundness of  the Paper Mario 
series:

"I've played these 
games too many 
times over, and I'm 
not ashamed of  it. 
I don't really think 
anything I say now 
though will 
amount to anything 
considering 
everyone's played 
all the Mario 
RPGs of  course. I 
will say though 
that Paper Mario 
is an experience for  
me that speaks in a 
way of  not really a 
typical game would, but how so that it's kind of  a whole 
presentation of  itself. I'd say that's what I like about Paper 
Mario more than the Mario and Luigi games. While M&L 
definitely can pull out some incredibly satisfying moves, in Paper 
Mario, instead of  taking the gameplay so far, it puts on a kind of 
performance. A celebration of  itself  so to speak, and that is 
definitely not a bad thing in my eyes. Seeing the stage come out 
from behind a big red curtain, to hear the music kick off  in a 
battle transition, putting on a show yourself  as you pick off  
enemies one at a time... is what truly makes Paper Mario my 
favorite series of  games. It's only the Mario and Luigi games that 
come so close to this formula after all, which is why I will now 
talk about Mario and Luigi."

On the less serious end, Caterkiller has this story:

"Remember the jibberish Mario and Luigi 
spoke? Mario: Athupuputhepi! Luigi: 
Adoblaboblabado! My brother and I 
would have conversations like that just to 
get peoples reactions. My mom would ask 
me a question and I would answer 
"Athupuputhepi" and she would go "huh" 
and I would keep saying it until she 

realized I was playing around. I would 
answer my high school teachers like that as well. Every time they 
really thought I had something to say, and I was doing it in 
Mario's voice."

Thanks to everyone who participated!
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 Run, Fall, Run Again
B
L
O
G

Failure is common, but never lasts. 

Oh.

Oh!

Yeah.

Yeaaaah!

Crap.

Out of  the current six, Bit.Trip Runner is the only of  
Commander Video's low-bit, color-splashed games I 
own and have played. (The 3DS collection is high on 
my wish list.)

The above is a rough trajectory of  personal reactions 
you could map to any of  the game's stages. The 
objective never changes between venues: steer 
Commander Video's pixel-y, obelisk form around 
obstacles during his dash across a pitfall-and-ledge-
littered screen. The controls are simple; each obstacle 
is taught, telegraphed, and kept constant throughout 
the level.

And yet, at least for me, each run stretches into a 
minutes-long affair of  small successes and many, many 
failures.

Like the other games in its series, Bit.Trip Runner is 
more a game of  rhythm than it is the silly, faux-vintage 
auto-scrolling platformer it presents, though it is far less  
abstract in how it visually communicates the moving 
parts that make up its simple brand of  play. 
Subsequently, there's no mistaking the consequences of 
an action, little cause to become disoriented (and 
impossible to get lost) in the business of  the on-rails 
activity, and such minimal responsibility. Commander 
Video runs, and jumps, slides, kicks, and launches 
when you spot the need and give him the go, with your 
eye-to-hand reaction speed the only roadblock to a 
clean run.

Though it's harder to posit without having played the 
other Bit.Trip games, Runner's grounded concept 
seems to allows for more defined successes and failures. 
When you, say, tap too early and whiff  a jump, 
Commander Video is rocketed back to the stage's 
starting line, voiding all progress and stripping you of  
any collected gold. Harsh.

The rollback also applies to the game's underlying 
soundtrack, a series of  starry-eyed chiptunes that start 
off  barren and build layers as Commander Video hits 
certain milestones. Messing up immediately halts and 
strips away whatever range of  tones you've acquired 
during a run; when you start over, so does the song.

It's a bit depleting when a good multi-level groove 
snaps back to only subdued beats, but the music never 
actually stops. Even in falling short, the moment is 
immediately smoothed over by the continuous bump of 
sound, a gameplay spine that stretches on even after 
your mistake. In eschewing the usual moment for 
frustrated reflection when you screw up, Runner 
ensures you're never not making some sort of  progress
—even if  it's the same couple screen lengths again and 
again.

Because of  your direct connection to the evolution of  
the stage's music, failures and restarts have an audible 
impact on the flow and length of  a stage's music, which 
often comes in fits and starts as you stumble and 
overcome particular obstacles. The resulting audio, 
when taken in apart from the game, is interesting in 
how it charts not only where and how often you've 
struggled, but also the joyous moment when you nail it 
and break a run wide open—a progression that's 
almost as engaging to listen to as it is to play.

By Nate Andrews
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Alex tells a story 
filled with love, 
loss, and too 
much 
StreetPassing.

Almost three 
months ago, I 
started writing for 
Nintendo World 
Report with no 
expectations whatsoever, being nothing more than a 
listener of  Radio Free Nintendo and occasional reader 
of  the site. I had never been to a video game 
convention, I had never been given access to a game 
before a majority of  the public, and I had never even 
had in-person video game conversations with people 
until this point. After one thing leading to another (as is  
often the case) I found myself  with a media badge 
talking to developers and hanging out with members of 
a site I've had a one-way relationship with for about 
four years or so. The point of  this blog is to chronicle 
my day, the day of  someone who went from doing 
absolutely nothing to doing absolutely everything.

After arriving at the Boston Convention and Exhibition 
Center at 9:20 in the morning, I figured there was 
enough time to get my media badge and still be able to 
get a good seat in the Connectivity panel at 10. 
Unfortunately, I had no idea how long the media line 
would end up being, and as I was internally 
complaining about where the back of  the line was, a 
cheery PAX Enforcer pointed out I was actually at the 
halfway point. So, trudging to the back, I waited out 50 
minutes experiencing a constant influx of  StreetPasses 
and overhearing some guys from Destructoid talk about 
all the different PAXs they’d been to. Eventually, I 
made it to the front, and actually ran into fellow staff  
members James Jones and Jonny Metts as I grabbed my 
pass.

At 10:15, I finally arrived to the Connectivity 
panel Scott, Neal, and Lauren were running. The 
game of  Jeopardy was awesome (as expected), and 
I received a light tease from the panel after my 
phone went off  (the crowd concealed my identity
—until they figured out who I was). My favorite 
part of  the whole thing was the impromptu Q & A 
session (in which there was one kid no older than 
13 who likely knew more about video games than 
any of  the contestants, or staff, for that matter), 
and an amazing Ness cosplay complete with 

wiffleball bat. Afterwards, there was more StreetPass 
cycling and general hanging out, where I met (in 
addition to those previously mentioned) Jared, Karlie, 
Jon Lindemann, Billy Brown, and Guillaume—all 
awesome people (of  course).

Now it was about 11:15, and there was about 45 
minutes of  down time until everyone was supposed to 
meet up again. With this opportunity, I quickly went to 
the show floor to see if  the rumors I was hearing were 
true. I gunned for Lollipop Chainsaw, where, to my 
great joy, Machinima was interviewing Suda51. 
Immediately after, I (politely) rushed him to see if  we 
could get a picture together. Thankfully, we could.

Afterward, I went back to the floor, immediately getting 
somewhat intimidated by the absolutely immense scale 
of  things. That quickly subsided, however, once I 
realized how amazing of  an environment it was. Every 
PAX-goer was polite and considerate, the bathrooms 
were pristine,and everyone was friendly enough that I 
could say hello to someone and make a friend instantly. 
Although I didn't get to play anything more than a 
quick round of  Mario Tennis Open (it's all right), I still 
had a blast in the remaining half  hour, even getting a 
picture with the guys from Mega64 (though Rocco's 
head got blocked out by mine).

My First PAX East
By Alex Culafi
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Noon signaled the staff  meet-up outside of  the Classic 
Console Freeplay area, where we all used StreetPass in 
silence for about 10 minutes before deciding to get to Dim 
Sum in Chinatown, where I brought shame to those who 
know how to use chopsticks and ended up trying more new 
foods than I thought. (The MVPs were definitely the 
barbecue pork buns and fried turnip cake). The best part 
was that the total for 12 people actually ended up being well 
below 10 dollars per person, a fact more perplexing than 
pleasing once you understand how much food was absorbed 
by all of  us.

Comfortably filled and ready to go, we went back to the 
show floor, and this time, I was determined to play all the 
games I could. Well, I was, until Lollipop Chainsaw, Aliens: 
Colonial Marines, and Max Payne 3 all had waits of  over an 
hour. So, I went to Nintendo's booth again to see if  I could 
wrestle up a pack of  Kid Icarus cards. As it turns out, to get 
the awesome Nintendo swag, you had to play a round of  
Kid Icarus: Uprising multiplayer, but there was only a 10-
minute wait, so it was cool. I waited, tried to get Jessie 
Cantrell from Nintendo Show 3D to notice me while waiting 
(and didn't), and ended up trouncing the other Light vs. 
Dark team. After getting the pack of  cards, a Nintendo rep 
gave us all a generic "admit one" ticket, which allowed all 
Kid Icarus players to get a free 3DS t-shirt, Zelda comic, 
Spirit Camera holographic, and Xenoblade poster. I just 
wanted the poster and the shirt.

After that, 
I went to 
the other 
game line 
that was 
short and 
I had 
interest in: 
Joe 
Danger: 
The 
Movie. 
For those 
of  you who 
don't know, it's a vehicle tilting game (think Excitebike with 
more focus on tilting to land correctly) coming to PSN and 
XBLA. It was damn awesome, and anyone who played 
received a free code for either version of  the original (a 15 
dollar value!). That's coming out this summer, and the guy 
who I talked to (who does art for the game) placed the 
inspiration for the titles in old games on the original 
Nintendo and Sega systems, a fact which makes sense once 
you consider how much platforming they manage to squeeze 
into a racing game. Unfortunately, I wasn't able to play 

Bit.Trip Runner 2, as I totally forgot, but Neal says it's 
awesome, so I'm still pumped for that.

To see the player side of  PAX, I went to the Handheld 
Lounge, possibly the most relaxed place I’ve ever seen. The 
room was just a hallway with Sumo chairs, which are very 
comfortable beanbag chairs, set up for socialization or play 
of  any kind. I cycled through more StreetPasses there (up to 
about 100, and that's because I was barely doing it), and met 
a guy who told me how to get swag bags. Upon finding out, 
I immediately went to the massive line in the food 
court,which only took about three minutes to get through 
due to the efficiency of  the staff. Inside the Magic the 
Gathering spaghetti string bags were advertisements, one 
month of  Xbox Live Gold, a deck of  Magic cards, a code 
for Magicka, and a boxed copy of  Rift.

Around 4:30 PM we all met up at Square Enix to see Final 
Fantasy: Theatrhythm, Kingdom Hearts: Dream Drop 
Distance, and Heroes of  Ruin. Since this was my first press-
only gathering, I had absolutely no idea what would 
happen. It ended up involving all of  us stuffed in a hotel 
suite with reps describing games to us while we played, with 
the entire room being remodeled seemingly overnight to 
include multiple televisions, multiple 3DS setups, and an 
entire table of  excellent snacks and high-class water. We 
finished up at about 5 PM.

When we got back, I didn't really do much on the show 
floor, and instead elected to play on the Vectrex, an old 
console self-contained in a monitor featuring vector 
graphics and overlays. The game I played, Tour de France, 
was likely the least exciting game I've ever played (you 
"race" people on a bike—that's it), but the idea of  finally 
playing a system I’d only read about in retro gaming 
magazines was incredible, and easily a highlight of  the day. 
When I finished, I went a few doors down to the Console 
Gaming Room to play some Super Smash Bros. Brawl with 
Jared, Neal, Scott, and Jon. Jared wrecked everyone, though 
Scott followed him closely. I ended up in the same tier as Jon 
and Neal because I used my Captain Falcon as great 
spamming material, a handicap I gave myself  for having not 
played the game in two years (as well as generally sucking at 
competitive video games—I admit it).
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At 6 PM, I went back to the show floor to see all the booths 
closing down, a strange sight considering the convention hall 
closed at 2 
AM. While 
I'm glad I 
had a full 
day to 
partake in 
the "fresh 
gaming" 
experience, 
I am slightly 
saddened 
that I never 
got a chance 
to play Theatrhythm. I made my way back up to the stairs to 
see Neal about to sign up for the 6 PM Kid Icarus 
multiplayer tournament, only to join Jon, James, and Karlie 
on their way to the Classic Arcade, which tries to effectively 
recreate an arcade from the 1980s. I wasn't alive then, but 
going by my imagination and interpretation (based on ‘80s 
movies), it passed with flying colors. Games like Space 
Invaders had gigantic lines, so I ended up playing many 
games I had never heard of. I, did, however, get to play the 
recreation of  a really old pinball table called King of  
Diamonds, which is far less exciting than it sounds once you 
consider how primitive some old tables really are. It was 
certainly a novelty, though.

After losing track of  the three people I came in with, I went 
back to the Kid Icarus tournament to see Neal becoming a 
finalist despite not having use of  the Circle Pad Pro to 
accommodate his left-handedness. My last hour (until 8, 
basically) was spent there, scanning through StreetPasses and 
general hanging with Neal and Scott.

StreetPassing was one of  the craziest things from the whole 
day. As one of  the people checking the least, I still ended up 
getting 150 StreetPasses (and all of  the panel puzzle 
completions to go along with it), 100 Kid Icarus gems, tons 
of  Formees, and general stuff  in Nintendogs and 3D Land. 
After meeting my sister on the system over 50 times and 
meeting only about 10 people otherwise (I specifically 
remember going to a Boston Red Sox game where not one 
person was met), I was blown away that this many people 
even owned 3DS systems. After a while though, I really 
started to question the fun part of  what I was doing—cycling 
through my plaza and Find Me II for what? Hats? At least 
Kid Icarus had the weapon gems, leading to me getting a 
nasty Phosphora Bow once I earned up enough hearts. Few 
others shared my stance to any extent, which I suppose 
provides something to be glad about.

At the end of  the day, I went home to get dinner from 
Boston Market and reflect. As I look at my writing, I realize 
how many memories I have here that will last for a really 
long time. Hey, look! In this paragraph, I went to a press 
appointment for the first time! Hey look! In these 
paragraphs, I make a bunch of  friends and meet an icon of  
mine responsible for the No More Heroes franchise! PAX 
East was a turning point for me as a fan of  video games, 
where I felt like I truly went from video game fan to video 
game fan/media person, and to be honest, it's a great 
feeling. I'm hoping this is the beginning and not the end of  
my participation in events like this, and that one of  the 
fondest days I've had in years can only be the first of  many.

Joe Danger image from EGM, Classic Arcade image from Aggrogate
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PAX EAST 2013 Photos EVENT
Photos by William M. Brown & Nate Andrews

James, Jonny & Gui.Connectivity Panel.

Our fearless leader.

Jared talking to Renegade Kid's Jools Watsham about Cult County.
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The crew after dim sum.

Eager on-lookers.

Scott Thompson choosing a Pokémon.

William M. Brown Photography17

http://www.williammbrown.com/%23/home?i=440
http://www.williammbrown.com/%23/home?i=440
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Billy Hatcher and the Giant Egg, which 
came out on GameCube in 2003, was 
heralded as one of  the few quality Sonic 

Team-made games that didn't 
star the blue hedgehog, and it 
was also one of  Yuji Naka's last 
games before he left Sonic 

Team to form PROPE, where he 
later went on to make Let's Catch, 
Let's Tap, and Ivy the Kiwi.

My only experience with Billy 
Hatcher was the fabled 

GameCube demo disc that 
was released in 2003. I 
enjoyed the demo, but it was  
overshadowed by the sheer 

awesomeness of  Viewtiful 
Joe, also on the disc. Still, my 

interest in Billy Hatcher 
lingered, and it was 
reawakened earlier this year 

when I played Sonic and Sega 
All-Stars Racing, which featured an appearance by 

Billy Hatcher and numerous themed levels.

The game was a GameCube exclusive, and it apparently 
had some weird reasons as to why it was an exclusive for 
Nintendo's system. In an interview with IGN, Naka said 
that they chose the GameCube because they thought its 
wide audience would appreciate a family-friendly game. 
He also made a comment about how the game features 
eggs because it's exciting to find out what's in eggs. He 
would later go on to make Let's Tap.

The one thing I do remember about my time with the 
demo is the music, which is outrageously peppy, and 
features a song with lyrics that involve spelling out 
something (maybe) and repeating 'la' over and over again. 
At first, this is humorous. After a while, I kind of  want to 
stab my ears. I don't want to do the same to my eyes, 
because this game looks rather good for a seven-year-old 
title; it puts most Wii games to shame.

The crux of  the gameplay comes from the eggs Billy can 
interact with. You pick up small eggs and use them to roll 
over enemies and fruit, making the egg bigger. When the 
egg gets big enough, you can rooster call it and make it 
hatch, but especially early on, the eggs don't do squat 

besides break apart. They can hatch into helper characters, 
such a water-spewing penguin (think Piplup) and a flame-
based character who is "the spirit of  fire and passion."

The game oozes cuteness, but after spending some time 
with it, there are some oddities that hamper it. The camera 
is pretty awful, and rolling around with the egg is clumsy. 
Every time you stop with the egg, you almost always break 
away from it, causing an issue when you're being 
surrounded by the hopping enemies.

The first boss, a giant gecko, isn't the best. You roll around 
an egg, dodging his attacks, until you can roll over him 
when he's small. Why he's small, I don't know why. I hope 
the bosses improve past this one, but as with the rest of  
what I experienced, it doesn't seem that promising. Billy 
Hatcher is full of  some neat ideas, but they're not all that 
fun.

Billy Hatcher does make me appreciate aspects of  other 
recent platformers, though. For example, I now adore the 
speech bubbles in Super Mario Galaxy, which tell you 
relevant information while not forcing you to talk to every 
character along the way.

Nitpicks aside, 
one of  the 
main game 
design issues I 
have with Billy 
Hatcher is that 
Billy does not 
have an egg at 
all times. He's 
more or less 

useless without one (unless he's flanked by one of  his 
friends, who hatch from eggs), and the gameplay and 
controls are hurt by having Billy be able to pull away from 
the egg easily.

Billy Hatcher and the Giant Egg had promise, and I'm sure 
there are tons of  people with fond nostalgia for this game. 
Conversely, I'm sure there are tons of  people who didn't 
like it. After my play time with it, I sit somewhere in the 
middle. I enjoyed the twists on the 3D platformer, but it 
wasn't a gripping experience for me. Then again, that 
could just be because I live in a post-Super Mario Galaxy 
world.

Extra Life                     
By Neal Ronaghan

Billy Hatcher and the Giant Egg                                      
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Andrew wants to turn 
the hero aspect upside 
down, if  only just once.

The storyline in the Zelda 
series is a convoluted mess, 
with Nintendo having 
both confirmed and 
denied the fact that each 
and every game is 
connected in some 
overlaying timeline. Some 
events in certain games 
clearly identify key 
moments in Hyrule's 

history, and some games 
make direct references to other games in the forms of  
ancient legends, oral history, and even flashbacks. Fans have 
developed several theories surrounding the overall plot.

Still, whether you're an avid believer that the games follow 
an intricate order of  events that could fill an epic Hylian 
Bible, or you think that the games are all retellings of  the 
same story over and over with different twists, or you're 
simply of  the “They're all just games, stop thinking so hard 
about it and just play the damn thing” crowd, there is but 
one constant in every game.

Link. The appropriately-named connection between player 
and Hyrule. He is the stalwart hero who never speaks but 
goes where you want to go. He feels what you want to feel. 
He acts the way you wish him to.

Almost every game features a new "Link," who is undeniably 
a completely different entity from the Link in other games. 
These Links exist in other times, yet all share the same 
destiny: become a hero and save the land. It is as if  they are 

all descended from the same bloodline.

It's a proven fact that games can be awesome and enjoyed by 
people of  both genders, even if  the protagonist is a girl. 

Samus isn't about sex appeal or pony riding or hair styling, 
she's about exploring dangerous alien worlds and kicking ass.

Surely once, in the multitude of  possible chronologies of  the 
Zelda universe, one of  Hyrule's heroes was in fact female. 
Would she still be named Link? Sure, why not – the series 
encourages you to name your character as whoever you want 
anyway. She could even be a descendant of  Aryll or Tetra, 
two cute yet feisty lasses in Wind Waker.

By now I'm surely sounding like some kind of  weirdo, but I 
assure you this idea isn't due to some fixation with girls in 
green tunics or gender-swapping characters; I simply think it 
would be a refreshing change to the series and would let us 
see a different side of  the hero figure. The rest of  the world 
need not evolve for the sake of  one character; there's nothing 
saying Zelda should hence be reincarnated as a male 
character or Ganon (or Vaati) as a female. There has never 
been solid representation of  a romantic relationship between 
Link and Zelda, so the gender of  her character need not be 
altered.

The Master Sword and Hylian Shield are still a must, they're 
part of  the core gameplay and without them it's simply not a 
Zelda game. But I imagine a more athletic, light on her feet 
Link who approaches each situation in a slightly different 
way. Jumping could be more featured, though I'd never want 
to see Mario-style platforming in a Zelda game – it's just too 
different.

Perhaps this Link was raised by Gerudos or a similar warrior 
clan, and she has the ability to balance on the top of  wooden 
poles, temporarily run along walls, or perform kick-jumps off 
walls to maneuver behind enemies.

Picture the ruins of  an old temple, deep in a jungle. Its moss-
covered cobblestone walls set into a muddy cliff  face dotted 
with foliage and a canopy of  trees above, their branches 
reaching down at you. A raging waterfall in the background 
crashes into a foamy torrential river that splits the scenery 
into a gaping chasm far below. Exotic-looking birds swoop 
between trailing vines before fluttering away into the setting 
sunlight. A male Link would likely whip out his Hookshot, 
grapple an overhanging tree across the gorge before 
tromping along a narrow outcropping path that crumbles 
away beneath his feet. He'd then take out a bomb and blow 
up a portion of  the wall, unleashing some kind of  Moblin or 
Stalfos that must be defeated on the precarious ledge before 
pressing deeper into the ruins.

If I Were in Charge of Zelda                      
Timeline - Seconded. Gender - Altered!                    

By Andrew Brown

Feature

So why do 
they all have 
to be male?
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Now, imagine a nimble, female Link in the same scenario. 
She braves the raging rapids below, balancing her way across  
a trailing vine like a tightrope. After blowing open the wall 
from afar with a well-placed bomb throw (or bomb arrow), 
she tiptoes up and stealthily takes out the Moblin before it's 
even aware of  her presence. Sneaking about in Ocarina of  
Time and Wind Waker was a lot of  fun, a more abundant 
return of  stealth gameplay would be welcome.

Physics-based puzzles and situations would be a nice new 
addition. Imagine enemy fights or even boss battles on 
rocking teeter-totter platforms – let the enemy advance over 
to your half  of  the platform and the whole thing topples 
over. If  the enemy suddenly charges at you, carefully flip over 
its head and plant your weight on the opposite side before 
your footing tips too far, perhaps landing a blow on its back 
in the process.I'd also like to see more elemental challenges 
beyond "burn this web to pass through the tunnel" or "freeze 
this enemy and it can be easily shattered." For example, 
clever use of  traveling flames could light fuses or vines, which 
you then must race to its source before a cannon fires.

The increased battle moveset in Twilight Princess added 
some depth and customization to battling enemies. This is 
one evolution that the series could see taken to new levels. 
For example, the snowboard segment in Twilight Princess 
was unique enough to the series that I feel it could be used 
more often in imaginative ways. Rather than limiting it to a 
set minigame location, Link could hop onto her own shield 
to zip down a mountainside or grind down a rocky slope, 
sparks flying in all directions as she careens between boulders  
and slams enemies out of  her path. Furthermore, picture 
Link's downward stab first seen in Adventure of  Link, but 
instead she crouches in the air, holding her shield beneath 
her feet and putting the full force of  her momentum and 
weight behind the impact. This attack could be used to bash 
enemies into a dizzy stupor, slam rusty switches down into 
the floor or, 
given a 
running 
start, 
temporarily 
surf  across 
the surface 
of  lava or 
toxic 
substances  
before 
sinking.

Essentially, I'm looking at a more action-based Zelda title 
with less emphasis on item necessity.

That said, there will still of  course be equipment to find for 
new abilities in each dungeon, but Link will not be helpless in 
battle without them.

One of  my favorite Zelda items was Wind Waker's 
Grappling Hook, which could be used not only to latch onto 
branches and swing across chasms, but it could also swipe 
secret items from enemies and yank things about. 
Multipurpose items like these are a thrill to experiment with.

Perhaps a musical baton could be used to control enemies' 
minds and turn them into assistants, similar to the Bremen 
Mask in Majora's game, or the Capture Styler in Pokémon 
Ranger. Link parades around the room playing her song, and 

when enemies come 
within range they're 
lulled into obedience 
and follow her around 
until she commands 
them to smash this wall, 
cut that rope, clobber 
that enemy, etc. They 
could even be used as 
distractions during 
stealth segments, 
allowing Link to slip by 
undetected.

Magic power has been something mostly unexplored since 
Zelda II. Sure there was a warp spell and a few element 
arrows in Ocarina of  Time, but perhaps a set of  spells could 
make do in the place of  several items. Sending out a mini 
tornado with the wave of  her hand to collect items and 
rupees could replace the boomerang, which - let's face it – is 
getting old in the series. Maybe the bow could be less on the 
physical plane and more of  a magical, spiritual power that 
calls forth spikes of  energy in place of  arrows.

Who knows, maybe her entire arsenal of  weapons no longer 
exists in the Hyrule of  her time, and instead she has to call 
on the powers of  her ancestors to pull out ghostly, spell-based 
manifestations of  the usual arrows, bombs and trinkets from 
the netherworld. Maybe she could even, at times, summon 
the spirit of  past Links to assist her.

Seeing the clear difference between the Links of  Ocarina of  
Time, Link to the Past and Wind Waker, all represented in a 
modern, realistic art style, could plot out an official timeline 
of  past events and stop fans guessing once and for all. Let's 
give some of  the Links some story closure. "Thus the Master 
Sword was passed to the new generation, and the Hero of  
Time was honored as a legendary savior for the rest of  his 
days."

Kind of like 
this, but 

surfing, and 
actually cool.

Enemies, 
cuckoos, it's 
all the same.
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Story and Characters

After numerous games positioned in the middle of  the series timeline, 
how could Samus's story continue following the end of  Metroid Fusion? 
Must the Metroids themselves be resurrected following their apparent 
extinction?

Fusion dispensed with the Metroids as an enemy, while 
Metroid II evolved them into myriad forms that are barely 
recognizable as being related to the original creatures. I'd say 
there is a lot of  flexibility in how the Metroids are employed 
in this series, and you could certainly do a better job than the 
Prime games' token inclusions (though Retro's games did a 
fair job of  reproducing the fear associated with the enemy, if  
not the challenge of  defeating one). Moreover, the idea of  
Samus fusing herself  with Metroid DNA was quite poorly 
explored in Fusion and could be mined for more abundant 
and more interesting material in future games.

Samus herself  is an enigmatic character and should probably 
stay that way. Retro's attempts to introduce new supporting 
characters in Echoes and Corruption are lame at best, with 
the exception of  the Aurora Units. The idea of  Samus as a 
bounty hunter has never truly been explored, and maybe it 
shouldn't be, certainly not if  it leads to bizarre 
interpretations of  the occupation such as that in Hunters. 
The worlds themselves are the real characters in Metroid, 
and that's why the first Prime is so successful and so 
reminiscent of  Super Metroid.

Gameplay

Should Metroid stick to the side-scrolling and first-person perspectives 
that have served it well in the past, or could a third-person 3D Metroid 
help freshen up the franchise?

On either Wii or DS, the first-person and side-scrolling 
perspectives could feasibly be combined into a single game, 
and I don't just mean for Morph Ball mazes. The fan 
consensus, however, is that a new 2D game is needed, 
whether it employs sprite graphics or polygonal models. 
Certainly, a return to the 2D perspective would help to 
reverse the trend of  making the 3D games more like shooters  
and less like adventures, although Corruption straddled that 
line respectably. Classic elements like the Speed Boost could 
probably be implemented into the Prime-style first-person 
perspective or at least be given a temporary third-person 
treatment as with Screw Attack (which now includes Space 
Jump and Wall Jump).

However, the series most desperately needs new design 
elements (i.e. new suit upgrades) that allow for innovative 
level designs outside of  the concepts locked into the series at 
the time of  Super Metroid. Fusion outright failed in this 
regard, and although the Prime trilogy does introduce some 
new abilities, they are mostly centered on shooting things. 
The most challenging and interesting aspect of  the original 
Metroid trilogy is how to get from one place to another, and 
the Prime trilogy offered little advancement of  that theme 
beyond some excellent spatial puzzle templates provided in 
the first Prime.

The Future of Metroid in Review                      
By Jonathan Metts

Feature
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Structure and Scenario

Has the classic Metroid formula of  empowerment and exploration run 
into an inexorable brick wall of  diminishing returns?

The original exploration concept of  Metroid cannot be 
exhausted; the imaginations of  those given control over the 
concept clearly have been. Corruption hints at a 
revolutionary expansion of  the concept but is effectively the 
same as previous games, with different regions accessed by 
spacecraft instead of  elevators. An obvious and mind-
blowing way to push the original concept is by constructing a 
single, seamless world not unlike (in architectural terms) that 
of  Grand Theft Auto or Half-Life 2. This means you could 
manually traverse the entire planet if  so desired, with no 
discontinuous teleporting or blatant loading zones. The 
technology for such a venture is clearly available; the 
ambition and effort are likely not. I would propose 
remodeling and reimagining Zebes for this purpose; it would 
somewhat reduce the requisite conceptual/artistic design 
involved and give series veterans a point of  reference from 
which to discover this new type of  environment, not to 
mention epic fan service.

Commercial Outlook

The Prime trilogy's success waned after a promising start on 
GameCube, finishing with Corruption infamously being outsold by 
Carnival Games in North America. Could Nintendo's focus on so-called 
"casual" and "bridge" games for Wii and DS leave Metroid in the cold 
permanently?

Firstly, don't be fooled by the big numbers for Metroid Prime 
on GameCube -- a huge portion of  those units were given 
away free with the system in the summer of  2003. I would 
theorize that the poor sales of  both Echoes and Corruption 
lie more on the shoulders of  Nintendo's marketing and PR 
teams than on those of  Retro Studios. The games are 
immaculately designed and developed, and they are almost 
universally revered by anyone who plays them. The problem, 

therefore, is that most people have not played them. 
Corruption's handling was particularly egregious in how it 
was pushed towards housewives and random airport 
travelers rather than the Xbox 360 fanbase who will 
eventually buy a Wii anyway. Echoes was more a victim of  
Halo 2 hype and general disinterest from Nintendo of  
America.

These hardcore games have a large potential audience that 
must be engaged in a way that Nintendo no longer 
understands, if  they ever did. The otherwise spectacularly 
successful "Blue Ocean" strategies and tricks will not work on 
a franchise such as Metroid. This series is intimidating and 
complex, and all the more rewarding for those qualities, and 
there is no reason for it to flounder when so many other 
games thrive in the same sub-market. It simply has yet to be 
presented to consumers in an honest, direct, and exciting 
way.
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In our first Nintendo history lesson, we look at the 
creation of  Donkey Kong and the lawsuit that 
followed it.

Nintendo is a company with a very rich history behind 
them. With over a hundred years of  existence a lot of  
great events happened that have shaped them and the 

videogame industry into 
what it is today. Nintendo 
History 101 will highlight 
some of  the most 
important events in 
Nintendo history and how 
they affected gamers and 
the industry as a whole. In 
the first entry of  this new 
feature we are going to 
take a look at the history 
behind one of  Nintendo’s 
first videogame baddies, 
Donkey Kong, and his 
connection to one of  the 
most recognizable movie 
icons of  all time: King 
Kong.

King Kong is a 
groundbreaking motion 
picture that set the 

standards for future aspiring blockbuster action films. 
Despite its special effects looking primitive today, King Kong 
would become an unforgettable experience that would 
influence filmmakers as well as the average movie goer. So 
great was King Kong's impact that the appearance of  a 
gorilla in any form of  media is routinely followed by a quick 
reference to the film, whether by quoting its famous final line 
("It was beauty killed the beast") or re-creating the final scene 
at the Empire State 
building. More 
importantly, famous 
characters were born out 
of  the movie's influence. 
Enter Nintendo’s lovable 
ape, Donkey Kong.

Donkey Kong is the brain 
child of  designer Shigeru 
Miyamoto, who was 
working as an artist at the 
company when he created 
the character. While 

Nintendo had 
existed for 
many years as 
a toy 
company, they 
were going to 
experiment in 
the latest trend 
called video 
games. After a 
failed attempt 

with the coin-
operated video game, Radarscope, Miyamoto was 
commissioned to design an arcade game that would compete 
with other famous titles. Originally, Miyamoto's idea for the 
game involved the usage of  famous cartoon icon Popeye the 
Sailor Man, taking the basic premise of  the franchise 
(Popeye saves Olive Oil from Bluto) and turning it into an 
arcade game. The Popeye license was under negotiation with 
King Features, but that fell through (although it was later re-

negotiated for Game 
and Watch, 
Nintendo's LCD 
handhelds).

Miyamoto tried other 
ideas, and simplified 
the story of  Beauty 
and the Beast. The 
final idea had a 
carpenter climb up 
the unfinished 
foundation of  a 
building in order to 
reach his discontent 
pet gorilla, who had 
kidnapped his 

girlfriend. This came about due to technical limitations, most 
of  Miyamoto's ideas were rejected as the characters had to 
do simpler things than he wanted or it wouldn't be possible 
to show it on screen. Replacing Popeye was a Brooklyn 
carpenter called the Jump Man (who would later become 
Nintendo's mascot Mario), Olive became Pauline, and 
Brutus the big hairy brute turned into Donkey Kong, a big 
ape on the run.

The reason Miyamoto chose the name Donkey Kong was 
because he thought Donkey meant dumb and stubborn, and 
his beast was a King Kong like ape, King Kong being a 
generic Japanese term for any kind of  menacing ape.

By Pedro Hernandez

Feature

Miyamoto's 
original vision 
had Popeye 
as the lead.

Nintendo History 101: 
Donkey Kong vs. King Kong
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The concept of  the 
game was almost a 
mockery of  the 
premise of  the original 
film. In a passionate 
rage, Donkey Kong 
kidnaps the beautiful 
Pauline and takes her 
to the highest building 
possible. Players must 
then guide Jump Man 
(Mario) through the 
building, avoiding 
obstacles such as 
barrels and fire. The 
final scene could be 
considered a parody of  the ending of  King Kong; when all 
of  the floor connectors are taken away, Donkey Kong falls 
from the building ("It was plumber killed the beast"), and 
Jump Man and Pauline are reunited once more.

Donkey Kong was followed by two more arcade sequels. The 
first, called Donkey Kong Jr., stars Donkey Kong’s son as he 
rescues his father from Jump Man’s clutches. Like the first 
game, Donkey Kong Jr. is a parody of  Son of  Kong, King 
Kong’s sequel, starring the son of  the protagonist. The third 

and final arcade game is  
Donkey Kong 3. Its 
gameplay was different 
from previous titles, 
featuring a new 
character, Stanley the 
Bug Exterminator. The 
premise is that Mario is  
away on vacation, and 
asks Stan to protect his 
garden from Donkey 
Kong and a slew of  
bugs.

Nintendo's experiment with Donkey Kong was a 
phenomenal success. The easy to learn/hard to master 
gameplay hooked a lot of  players back in the day. This lead 
to other successful releases that turned Nintendo into a 
videogame powerhouse that is still successful to this day. The 

characters that Donkey Kong launched would become icons 
in their own right, especially Donkey Kong and Mario. Their 
rivalry would be the stuff  of  legend, revisited time and time 
again in other projects that were just as fun as the arcade 
game that inspired it.

But the connection to the original King Kong film doesn't 
end there. Due to the rising popularity of  the videogame, 
MCA Universal, a huge entertainment conglomerate that 
held the Universal Studios copyright of  the movie King 
Kong, sued Nintendo in 1984. Nintendo's defense was that 
by the time the King Kong film was released in theaters the 
characters and plot were already in the public domain, and 
thus Universal Studios only owned the film rights, not the 
rights to the characters and concept. Nintendo met with 
MCA over the lawsuit, after a telex was sent to NCL that 
ordered Hiroshi Yamauchi (company President at the time) 
to turn over all of  Nintendo's profits from Donkey Kong and 
destroy any unsold games within 48 hours.

It was found that 
MCA had never 
registered King 
Kong as a 
trademark, and 
past lawsuits, 
including one 
that Universal 
themselves had 
won, concluded 
that King Kong 
was in the public 
domain and could 
not be trademarked. Nintendo was awarded 1.8 million 
dollars.

This lawsuit would forever link the film and video game 
industry. Nintendo's victory was a startling victory for the 
game industry, while Universal's defeat was deemed 
laughable and humiliating for the company. This 
demonstrates that King Kong was so popular that even using 
its premise (in the form of  parody) caused waves.

As for the character of  Donkey Kong, he would later be 
reinvented from a villain to a hero in a new Donkey Kong 
series released in 1994 called Donkey Kong Country. The 
games, Super Nintendo exclusive, were all platformers 
similar to Mario's own efforts that pioneered the use of  pre-
rendered sprites to create a visual presentation that was 
stunning and unforgettable. Kong is a common character in 
Mario's games, whether as an assistant or a playable 
combatant. In other Nintendo games such as Super Smash 
Bros. he appears to represent his character from the 
legendary arcade game, and is appropriately always the 
strongest character in the group.

I give MCA Universal credit. 
The resemblance between the 

two Kongs is UNCANNY!

Like Kong at the top of the 
Empire State Building, the lawsuit 

was quickly shot down into history.
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Donkey Kong would even be the subject of  a CG cartoon based on 
the Donkey Kong Country game series. Unfortunately, the series was 
very mediocre and was thus quickly forgotten.

Going back to King Kong, despite the embarrassing lawsuit Universal 
was still behind the franchise, re-releasing the films for many years 
and even creating a theme park attraction based on the original film. 
In 2005, they released a remake of  King Kong directed by Peter 
Jackson (just one of  the many directors that were inspired by the stop-
motion-animated ape). The film received mixed reviews but was still a 
success. In an ironic twist, King Kong would be the star of  his own 
videogame based on the remake and released for the Xbox, Xbox 
360, Nintendo Gamecube, and Playstation 2. In the game players 
took on the role of  both Jack Driscoll and Kong as they survived the 
perils of  Skull Island, recreating the film's best scenes. It was a 
surprisingly solid effort by Ubisoft and looked good as well.

Ironically, one of  the most menacing apes in cinema history managed 
to create one of  the goofiest primate video game characters of  all 
time. Donkey Kong is proof  that an iconic film character can inspire 
derivatives that become just as successful as the original. After all, 
imitation is the most sincere form of  flattery.

Additional information provided by the book Game Over: Press Start to Continue 
by David Sheff.
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The Sonic co-creator talks to us 
about his kiwis, tapping, 3DS, 
Kinect, sequels, and the future.

Back at E3 2010, we had the pleasure of 
interviewing Yuji Naka, known for 
creating Sonic the Hedgehog, Billy 
Hatcher, and NiGHTS. Recently, he 
formed his own studio, Prope, who 
developed Let's Tap, Let's Catch, and 
the recent XSEED release Ivy the 
Kiwi?. In the interview, we talked to 
Naka-san about the game's origins, 
Prope's past and future, and what he 
thought of  the recently unveiled Kinect 
and 3DS.

Nintendo World Report (NWR): 
What is the inspiration behind Ivy the 
Kiwi?

Yuji Naka (YN): In the very 
beginning, it was just our young 
employees experimenting with a lot of  
ideas and this was one of  them, and we 
thought there was a lot of  potential 
here, so we expanded it to a full project.

As experienced as I am, I never would 
have thought of  making an action game 
with the pointer system, but I think it's 

one of  those ideas that just really works 
well. You can pull off  some 
sophisticated moves using this system.

NWR: How did you settle on the final 
character design of  the kiwi?

YN: Initially, we just had the idea of  
controlling the character indirectly, so 
we were looking for something that was 
vulnerable and couldn't really do much 
on its own, like a flightless bird. The 
idea of  a kiwi was decided pretty early 
on for this reason. We wanted to have 
the "c'mon c'mon, you can do it!" 
feeling, and that's why we made her into 
a baby kiwi.

Also, I had my first son last year while 
we were creating the game last year, and 
I had the emotional attachment where I 
wanted to make the character into a 
baby.

NWR: Did you design the character?

YN: (laughs) No, no, I can't draw. I wish 
I could. Back in the Sonic days, I was 
the main programmer so I was never 
involved in the design part, outside of  
programming that is. I don't program 

anymore, though I wanted to in Ivy the 
Kiwi.

NWR: What was your role during the 
production of  Ivy the Kiwi?

YN: I was involved in overall direction, 
but the main focus was in game 
balancing, so I played a lot of  it, more 
than any other recent title that I've 
produced in years. If  you guys think it's 
a little difficult, it's because game 
balancing is way too difficult.

NWR: Now that Kinect and Move are 
almost out, what do you think of  the 
future of  controller inputs?

YN: I think they are still in the realm of 
expansions of  the Wii Remote, so I 
don't think there is anything too 
innovative yet. I am interested in 
Kinect, but I still want to see more new 
ways to control.

NWR: What do you think about the 
3DS?

                  
INTERVIEW

Ivy the Kiwi? Interview with Yuji Naka
By Neal Ronaghan
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YN: To be honest, the 3DS was 
better than I expected. It has a lot 
of  things that I was looking forward 
to, like motion controls. I definitely 
want to create something for that 
system.

NWR: Are there any other games 
that Prope is working on?

YN: Right now we are working on 
two console games and one iPod/
iPhone game. One of  the console 
games has something to do with the 
sky, and it is a new IP that we are 
working on. I can't announce it 
officially, but there are some of  my 
people showing it discreetly at E3 
2010.

NWR: Do you plan to keep on 
making games for Wii, or will you 
branch off  to PlayStation 3 or Xbox 
360?

YN: For consoles I can't really say. 
Moving forward, I think it is 
imperative for our development 
company to move beyond what 
we've been working on.

NWR: Is there any potential for 
more games in the Let's Tap and 
Let's Catch series?

YN: I was very happy with the 
Let's series. It really experimented 
with the controls. It's still gesture-
based, but you could do really cool 
things with it. However, the game 
sales weren't stellar, especially in 
North America. I think it'd be a 
good idea to continue the series, but 
it's hard to justify it after the sales of 
the two games.

NWR: What is the challenge in 
developing a game for a Japanese 
and North American audience?

YN: For myself, dating back to the 
Sonic days, I always tried to make a 
game that would appeal worldwide. 
In all of  my games, I always try to 
make them appeal to everyone.

NWR: How do you feel about what 
Sega's been up to with the 
characters you worked on or helped 
create?

YN: Right now, it's hard for me to 
go back and revisit a previous title. 
Part of  the reason why I created 

Prope was to 
create a new IP 
that could 
compete with 
Sonic and Nights, 
and Ivy is one of  
the ones I 
created. As a 
creator, I'm 
always looking to 
something new. 
At this stage in 
my career, I don't 

see myself  going back to the old 
stuff.

I always want to create something 
new, and while it was fun nurturing 
Sonic for all those years and see 
how he grew; most of  what I saw 
around E3 were sequels. I'm not 
saying sequels are bad, but for me 
as a player, I always enjoyed playing 
a brand new game, wondering what 
kind of  game it was going to be and 
what kind of  character is in it. I love 
passing on that experience to other 
gamers.

Thanks to Naka-san, XSEED's Jimmy 
Soga, and OnePR's Kyla Keefe!
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Neal Ronaghan
Nickname: nron10
Age: 25 (as of  March 18)
Location: New Jersey
Favorite Nintendo System: Super Nintendo 
Favorite Game Soundtrack: Super Mario RPG
Nintendo ID: nron10

Game of  the Month
My favorite game this month has totally been Luigi's Mansion: Dark Moon. The combination of  
the awesome, lengthy single-player and fun, cooperative multiplayer made me a very happy boy.

Worst Game Played
Six Flags Fun Park. The only game I've ever reviewed where I almost threw my DS down in broke it in two. It's not just bad, 
it's offensive and pointless.

Zack Kaplan
Nickname: Steel Diver
Age: 16
Location: Massachusetts
Favorite Nintendo System: Nintendo 3DS 
Favorite Game Soundtrack: LOZ: Skyward Sword
Nintendo ID: SteelDiver 
3DS Friend Code: 4596 9453 4979

Game of  the Month
Angry Birds Trilogy, For awhile I had a grudge against Angry Birds because I was sick of  

hearing how it had sold more copies then any Mario game. After getting it for $5 on the 3DS, I have come to realize that it 
really is not that bad. I also have really been enjoying The Old Republic, I am padawan SteelDiver and I talk about space-
penguins!

Worst Game Played
Arthur's Absolutely Fun Day, I got a GameBoy Color when I was very little, most of  the games I played where bad licensed 
ones because I had no one to steer me in the direction of  good games. Eventually, as I got older, I discovered them myself.

Staff Profiles

Rory Cocker
Nickname: Too many to mention. Most involve the first syllable of  my surname.
Age: 19 as I write this, but I’ll probably be 20 by the time this goes out.
Location: Preston, England
Favorite Nintendo system: Wii
Favorite Game Soundtrack: The Legend of  Zelda: The Wind Waker
Nintendo ID: CasuallyDressed

Game of  the Month: From what I’ve played so far, it’s Nano Assault EX. We still don’t have 
Fire Emblem here in Europe. For the rest of  the month, I’m most looking forward to Need for 

Speed: Most Wanted and LEGO City Undercover on Wii U. 

Best Multiplayer Memory: Honestly, I haven’t played that many bad games. I’m pretty vigilant with my 
purchases as I hate wasting money. The original Command and Conquer: Red Alert is one of  my favourite games of  
all time, and the iOS version is so far removed from it, that it actually made me angry. So, I’d have to go with that.
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The dance button is this generation's hug button.

The entirety of  the Bit.Trip series, a six-game series 
developed by Gaijin Games, was a highlight of  the WiiWare 
service. However, one game stood above the rest: Bit.Trip 
Runner. This 2010 release, a constantly scrolling rhythm-
based platformer, was a delight, and while it had some issues, 
it was one of  my favorite WiiWare games. Bit.Trip Presents 
Runner2: Future Legend of  Rhythm Alien, debuting on the 
Wii U eShop, fixes the issues of  the original, and improves 
on it in nearly every way.

Runner2’s new graphical style is the biggest change. Now a 
sharp-looking HD production with vivid, whimsical 
animation, it improves on the retro aesthetic of  the original. 
Don’t worry: the change is justified in the paper-thin story, 
and none of  the charm is absent. It’s still decidedly goofy, 
with the trippy visuals only emboldened by the improved 
fidelity.

The gameplay, at its core, is unchanged. The mechanics from 
the original (jumping, sliding, kicking, and blocking) are all 
present, as are a cadre of  new moves and obstacles. You 

grind on rails in some levels, and run over boost pads in 
others. Across its 100 levels, spread across five worlds, the 
game also throws in new additions to the formula at a rapid 
clip. Thanks to those innovations and to superb level design, 
Runner2 rarely gets dull. It also helps that nearly every level 
features branching paths that lead to alternate costumes or 
bonus, retro-themed levels.

The beauty of  
Runner2 compared 
to its predecessor is 
its improved 
balance in difficulty. 
Every level has an 
optional checkpoint 
midway through 
(you get bonus 
points for skipping 
it), and the difficulty 
curve is much 
gentler. Three 
settings also help 
scale the challenge, 
giving Runner2 a 
somewhat 
customizable 
degree of  difficulty. 
Certain parts are 
still challenging, such as the aforementioned retro stages, but 
even those pale in comparison to the brutality of  the bonus 
Atari-esque stages in the original. Frequent checkpoints make 
the bosses friendlier this time around as well, making for a 
less frustrating experience overall.

Original Publication: February 26, 2013

REVIEW

Wii U

BIT.TRIP Presents… Runner2: Future Legend of Rhythm Alien 
By Neal Ronaghan
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The sound effects and music, as in the original game, work 
together wonderfully, building as you progress through 
each level. The music is catchy, and harmonizes with the 
gameplay in a way that’ll make you want to play level after 
level. The evolution of  the game’s music from the first to 
the second game reminds me of  how the music and world 
aesthetic evolved from Tron to Tron: Legacy, except in this 
case, it’s a lot more cartoony. An array of  characters 
populate the experience as well. You start with 
Commander Video and CommandgirlVideo, but each 
world gives you the chance to unlock more characters, such 
as Unkle Dill (a walking pickle) and Reverse Merman, a 
super-disturbing abomination with a fish upper body and 
baby legs.

With online leaderboards that update constantly, the high 
score chase is ever present. Fortunately, the mechanics of  the 
game are conducive to fine-tuning your score, whether you 
time “dance” moves between obstacles or avoid every 
checkpoint you see. The Wii U version is more or less the 
same experience you’ll find on other platforms, but features 
GamePad-only play, which, in my experience, worked with 
no discernable lag.

Runner2 is the type of  sequel you dream happens. It takes 
the concepts and gameplay of  the original and advances 
them in every way. Gaijin Games didn’t just make a great 
game—it made one of  the best side-scrolling platformers in 
recent memory. We’ve had some great games on the Wii U 
eShop so far, but now we have the young platform’s first 
masterpiece.

- Might be repetitive for 
some

+ Excellent and gentle difficulty curve
+ Gorgeous and expressive art style
+ Tons of  levels, unlockables, and 
secrets
+ Top-shelf  audio design
+ Wonderfully refined gameplay

10
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He played the #@% out of  the DC version, but that 
didn’t stop him from revisiting it on the ‘Cube! Sonic 
Adventure 2 Battle is a controversial game; come see 
where it stands in TYP’s book!

Last summer I hacked away at Sonic Adventure 2, so I was 
pretty familiar with the game when I popped the rental into 
my system. I actually bought my Dreamcast primarily for 
Sonic Adventure and its likely sequel—little did I know only 
the first would be exclusive. So what is Sonic Adventure 2 
Battle like? Besides the added Battle features, slightly updated 
graphics, faster load times and a few VERY minor level 
changes/updates...the game is just the same.

When talking about the overall setup, the titles are almost 
identical. The main game is split into Hero and Dark stories, 
each with its own side of  the story. Once a level is cleared in 
Story Mode it is available on the Stage Select screen, where 
players try their hands at four subsequent missions in each 
level. Players are rewarded for completing various tasks 
throughout the game (usually missions) with Emblems—
getting them all is a LOT of  work. An A-E letter grade 
rating performance is also given for each mission based on 
time or point total, though getting all A-ranks for a character 
amounts to one Emblem. There are three main game modes: 
Action (Sonic/Shadow), Shooting (Tails/Robotnik) and 
Hunting (Knuckles/Rouge). Almost everyone will agree that 
Sonic & Shadow provide the most fun, though the other two 
modes get just as much game time...which makes virtually 
everybody discontented. The hedgehogs provide faster-paced 
gameplay based on running and jump-attacking and are 
what most Sonic fans expect from the series. The long, varied 
levels are full of  loops, jumps and other retro Sonic situations  
along with some nice twists. Hunting levels require lots of  

patience, as Knuckles and Rouge must track down emerald 
shards via a beeping radar. Unfortunately, the radar only 
targets one emerald at a time (unlike in Sonic Adventure), 
often times making the free-roaming levels long and tedious 
with lots of  back-tracking. I hate the treasure hunting, mostly 
because A-Ranks involve playing a level over and over until a 
lucky distribution comes up. Fortunately the hunting isn’t 
quite as bad in Battle thanks to one very welcomed change: 
when right next to an emerald shard a “!” will now appear, 
obliterating the frantic moments of  aimless digging or 
wandering near the treasure. Others despised Tails and 
Robotnik (fine, Eggman) instead, though the improved 
control should alleviate these complaints. The mechanical 
walkers feature a lock-on device—the more you successfully 
target and hit with one onslaught the more bonus points you 
receive. Gamers will need to learn when to go for more 
points and when to just shoot. There is a delicate balance, 
and being efficient is key to racking up the points. I believe 
many will enjoy one of  the slower-paced modes of  play, 
though one who loves both will be quite the rarity. It’s not all 
fun, but Sonic Adventure 2’s featured gameplay has more 
positives than negatives.

Original Publication: February 27, 2002

Sonic Adventure 2: Battle By Michael “TYP” Cole
REVIEW

GameCube
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The graphics are polished, but they are only slightly better 
than the Dreamcast version. What was impressive on the DC 
is still respectable on the GameCube, but it hardly pushes 
the system. Textures range from poor to remarkable and 
there is some pop-up, but honestly both seem subtly 
improved over the Dreamcast version, which wasn’t bad to 
begin with. Sonic Team was lazy at times...the (poorly 
rendered) FMV sequences are exactly the same, right down 
to the dated non-Battle SA2 logo, and the programming 
obviously changed very little during the translation. But 
despite its DC background, Sonic Team’s game has 
somehow made the same models brighter and more 
polished. The biggest graphical improvement is the 
framerate. While usually a 60 fps monster, the original did 
stutter at times—especially in multiplayer. This has been 
completely obliterated on the GameCube and makes a 
multiplayer game MUCH more enjoyable. It is a port, and 
the graphics show it, but Sonic isn’t too bad thanks to an 
excellent job the first time around.

As mentioned earlier, controls are somewhat tighter, and 
unlike the DC version, gamers will only suffer control-related 
deaths in one or two normal levels (unlike in the DC 
version). This could partially be due to my previous 
experience with the game, but the response and object 
detection is definitely tighter. Though they may have fixed 
one or two camera problems I didn’t notice, the camera 
system is still horrible. Sluggish and buggy, the camera will 
often get stuck behind a wall or give you a detestable angle 
only amended by great skill with the L and R triggers. 
Fortunately, the Action and Shooting stages have a mostly 
linear design which only causes great issues when trying to 
backtrack or speed through a level (for A ranks). Any player 
will become frustrated with the camera in the hunting levels 
due to a more open environment. Knux and Rouge will 
often run or glide in circles unless the player counteracts the 
camera movement with the control stick, L/R triggers or 
both. Even those who like hunting for shards may end up 
hating the levels because of  the repulsive camera. By forcing 
one set of  camera instructions upon three very different 
types of  gameplay Sonic Team ended up with a huge mess.

Much like the game’s theme of  Hero and Dark, the audio 
has both good and bad sides. The English vocals are done 
horribly: characters talk over one another unnaturally, and 
with the exception of  Eggman, the voices are notably 
uninspired (and unbearable in Rouge’s case). Sonic Team 
shouldn’t worry about consistency in the future and should 
just drop those actors, but for now we should be thankful for 
the Japanese mode. Similarly, tunes are a mixed bag. Some 
songs (mostly Knuckles’ rap) will get on your nerves and 
make you groan, but Sonic, Tails and Robotnik have some 
catchy tunes that help balance the scale. The other two 
characters’ songs tend to just “exist” and don’t do much for 
the game either way. There are a handful of  extra melodies 
for the added Battle features, but none are really worth 
noting. The audio seemed of  better fidelity on the 
GameCube, but since I’m no audiophile I can’t be sure. As 
with all Sonic games, the sound effects aren’t amazing but 
are very fitting. Jun Senoue and his buddies have a lot of  
potential, but there are just some music genres they should 
stay away from!

There is one part of  Sonic Adventure 2 that Sonic Team 
should just give up on: Kart Racing. I am well aware of  the 
“Sonic Drift” games, but when you have a Hedgehog that 
can run as fast as a limo on a highway and other characters 
that can keep up fairly well... the concept is absurd. More 
like a shoddy arcade game, the Kart Racing consists of  
crummy “digital” controls and cheap AI. Worst of  all, the 
Hero and Dark stories each have a kart level to complete, 
and three Emblems are hidden in the standard Kart Racing 
mini-game, forcing those seeking 180 Emblems to master the 
horrible gameplay. There is a two-player mode, but with 
plenty of  better racing games out on GameCube, GBA, N64 
and elsewhere, playing more than necessary would be crazy. 
Leave mascot kart racing to Nintendo and work on a new 
Sonic R (with Sonic-type levels), Sega!
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The added content, like improved VS and Chao features are 
great. I loved 2-player mode in the DC version but was upset 
at how few levels were playable. This isn’t the case in SA2B: 
as far as I can tell, each mode of  play features 8 “real” levels 
(some to be unlocked) from both the Hero and Dark sides 
and two new, shorter ones. The layout has room for two 
more levels, which (if  they exist) are probably unlocked 
through A-ranks. Though some would have liked even more 
levels, this has proven to be enough for a good time. I’ll 
admit my friends and I played more Smash Bros. than 2P 
Battle during the rental, but Sonic is still great for short 
amounts of  time. The “added characters” were actually 
unlockable in the DC version but were mostly for looks—this 
time the characters are significantly different in practice. A 
character’s acceleration, top speed and attacks are all major 
issues, and you’ll have to play to really learn who you like. 
And like I said before, there is now no slowdown to detract 
from the 2P experience, one thing any DC veteran will 
notice.

In addition to the Battle aspects, the Chao 
are more lovable than ever. With so much 
polish, raising your Chao proves to be a very addictive 
distraction (once you master the camera angles 
again). An initially neutral Chao can become Hero 
or Dark, depending on whose company it likes, 
and its appearance and stats (finally visible in-
game) are dependent on what animals you 
give it and what nuts you feed it. And though 
the GBA is no more than a fancy VMU, the Chao 
transfer between SA2B and Sonic Advance is a 
fun little feature that is much more user-friendly 
than its DC counterpart. If  you don’t own the GBA 
game, you can still download the Tiny Chao Garden 
into an unarmed GBA (though you’ll have to be careful 
about batteries)! Starting off  with a decent Chao in 
Sonic Adventure 2 Battle (thanks to the GBA) makes 
things much more fun while buying items on the Black 
Market with rings makes improving your Chao a little 
less inconvenient. Chao can perform in races for toys 

and Emblems while the new Chao Karate is a fun little spoof 
on the fighting genre. Players’ Chaos can be pitted against 
each other (imported from GBAs or a 2nd memory card), 
but such competition is mostly passive and is nothing more 
than numbers. But it’s an extra to begin with, so there is no 
loss. Many will find the Chao garden to be the most 
compelling part of  SA2B, while others will find it to be just 
an amusing and cute addition.

Many people 
like to 
downplay or 
outright 
ignore 
Sonic’s 
exploratory 
nature, 
claiming he 
is all about 
speed...with 
the possible exception of  the very first Sonic, that is a 
ridiculous statement. It’s hardly executed perfectly, but the 
non-Sonic gameplay brings out this sense of  exploration, as 
do the extra missions (such as Find the Chao and Hard 
Mode). Trying to earn every Emblem will be a long and 
tedious challenge, but those who just want to play through 
the game will not need so much patience. The game isn’t 
perfect, and even those like me who adore the game will get 
frustrated at times, but I honestly welcome the variety. There 
was more that could have been tweaked , but I agree that it 
was time for Sonic Team USA to move on. Gamers who 
have played the previous version of  SA2 and love the stuff  
SA2B improves on with a passion should buy the game right 
away. Other veterans should rent it, but only if  they are 
interested in the new features. Those who never played Sonic 
Adventure 2 (and don’t mind non-Sonic gameplay) should 
really consider forking over the money during this dry 
season, though you might want to do some more research 
first.

WTF is  
Meowth 
doing 
here?

- Awful English voices
- Dated graphics

+ Cute, cute Chao pets now with GBA 
linkup!
+ Great Sonic/Shadow levels
+ Japanese voice option
+ Varied Gameplay

7.5
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It's common sense: stay clear of  the guy who makes 
people explode.

Fist of  the North Star: Ken's Rage 2 aims to bring to life 
every bit of  the comic it is based on. It tells the story of  
Kenshiro, an adept of  a certain martial arts technique that 
allows him to do anything to people (from healing, to making 
them speak the truth, to exploding... but mostly exploding) by 
hitting pressure points on their bodies. In a merciless post-
nuclear apocalypse world where big muscles make the law, 
Kenshiro uses his skills to protect the weak and innocent.

It is not a complicated story, and while some chapters explore 
Kenshiro's past and relationships with certain characters, 
most are simply about him liberating yet another town from 
yet another band of  thugs led by yet another jerk who is 
somehow not intimidated by the guy who makes people 
explode with a touch. We see these events unfold in well-
done motion comic-style cut scenes, but there are so many of 
them with so little substance that they become an annoyance. 
Even the villains with connections to Kenshiro's past turn out 
to be uninteresting; ultimately, they are just the same as the 
other nameless idiots you took down in previous chapters. 

The effort displayed in translating the integrality of  the story 
to a game is impressive but misguided, and the whole thing 
could have used some editing.

Something also seems to have gone awry during the mission 
design of  Ken's Rage 2. The game is based on the Dynasty 
Warriors template in which you mow down wave after wave 
of  fist fodder enemies, which offer no resistance whatsoever, 
to build your Aura meter and unleash a special attack on foes  
that actually fight back. The problem is, the latter are not 
only extremely rare, but are also just unsatisfying to fight. Just 
throw a punch or two to make sure they are not blocking 
your attacks, press the A button to do a special move, and 
watch as Kenshiro pummels him. Do this once or twice, and 
he's done. These enemy "captains" show up infrequently; as 
a result, you mostly end up mowing down guys with no 
payoff.

Some, not all, 
chapters end with 
an actual boss, and 
some of  those, not 
all, are actually fun 
to fight. You have 
to anticipate their 
attacks and 
counter effectively 
instead of  
mindlessly mashing 
the same combo 
over and over. In other words, they act as what would be 
regular enemies in any other action game.

Original Publication: February 26, 2013

Fist of the North Star: Ken's Rage 2 By Guillaume Veillette
REVIEW

Wii U
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And then you have one or two encounters with larger-than-
life bosses, titans over three stories tall. But while they may 
be impressive after fighting a bunch of  enemies your own 
size, the effect quickly fades once you realize just how much 
of  their life bar simple quick time events take away. And 
even then, that's only when the game asks you to be quick 
about it: in many cases, it prompts you to press a button and 
gives you all the time in the world to do so. "Press A to 
trigger an uplifting guitar riff  and watch Kenshiro give some 
jerk what's coming to him,” basically. I'm no fan of  QTEs, 
but when a game misses their use, that's a bad sign.

The game has a secondary mode in which missions seem 
better planned and bosses more plentiful, but you have to 
play the main mode to unlock most of  it. These missions are 
not worth the hours of  tedium.

The bloody legacy of  Fist of  the North Star could have 
yielded a satisfying, violent melee action game, but intrusive 
and uninteresting cut scenes, neutered enemies, and 
repetitious combat make Ken's Rage 2 an exercise in tedium 
instead. You cannot win against Kenshiro, so just do what his  
enemies should have, and avoid him.

- Every insignificant piece of  the story is included.
- The combat is shallow, and one combo can get 
you way too far.
- The cut scenes become increasingly intrusive and 
repetitive.
- The game is plagued with poor frame rate, janky 
animations, enemies that appear out of  thin air.

+ The "motion comics" cut scenes are 
well done and present the material in a 
good light.

5
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Vivendi’s interactive version of  the classic book is a 
great adaptation that will delight fans of  Tolkien and 
adventure games.

Bilbo Baggins is famous for surprising any ally or friend who 
would make the mistake of  underestimating his small frame. 
Likewise, The Hobbit is surprising in its quality and breadth, 
having turned out to be one of  the best adventure games 
available on GameCube. It doesn’t challenge Zelda for the 
grand crown, but this is a game that certainly will not 
disappoint anyone who has ever wanted to play as Bilbo 
through his many adventures.

The game’s story closely follows that of  Tolkien’s book, with 
much of  the plot recitation occurring during storybook 
sequences that simply show an illustrated copy of  the book 
being read aloud by the narrator’s voice. At key points, CG 
movies portray the action, and these tend to be nicely done. 
There is also some character interaction through real-time 
cut-scenes, all of  which are fully voiced by authentic British 
actors. The missions themselves happen between major 
events in the story and fill in some of  the details of  what 
Bilbo actually goes through in each part of  his quest.

Each of  the dozen levels is named after the chapter in the 
book upon which it is based. All of  the major destinations 
are represented, including Hobbiton, the Misty Mountains, 
Mirkwood Forest, Lake Town, and the Lonely Mountain. 
Every single one is so unbelievably large and complex that 
it’s probably better to call them mini-worlds. The 
environments have a colorful and detailed look to them and 
are the best single aspect of  the game’s graphics. Each level is  
full of  things to do and see and collect, and most of  them 
also have a hefty portion of  platforms for Bilbo to cross.

There is, in 
fact, so 
much 
platforming 
that The 
Hobbit is 
probably 
more 
comparable 
to a game 
like Banjo-
Kazooie (or 
Banjo-
Tooie, with 
its 
monstrous 
levels) than 
a more 

traditional 
adventure game like The Legend of  Zelda. There is plenty of 
stuff  to collect, but the majority of  it is optional. Only key 
items are required to find, and thanks to little crystals 
pointing the path to your next objective, having to explore 
blindly is not a problem. If  you were to go straight for the 
required items though, you would miss out on many of  the 
game’s most challenging and interesting areas. There are 
tons of  nooks and crannies to explore, and sometimes they 
can be extremely difficult to reach. Unfortunately, the 
rewards for being completely thorough are pretty mundane, 
but no more than a piece of  heart in Zelda.

Original Publication: November 11, 2003

The Hobbit By Jonathan Metts
REVIEW

GameCube
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In contrast to the devious platforming challenges, combat in 
The Hobbit is very simple. Some fights are definitely tough, 
but mainly because they throw a dozen enemies out to gang 
up on poor Bilbo. Our hero has in his arsenal a trusty 
walking stick, the famous Elvish sword “Sting”, and a bag of  
rocks for throwing. The rocks are, unsurprisingly, practically 
useless without one of  the elemental power-ups placed in 
strategic locations. But what’s odd is that the walking stick is 
actually a much better weapon than Sting, in terms of  range 
and strategic prowess (its jump attack knocks back all nearby 
enemies), and it doesn’t seem to do any less damage either. 
Regardless, fighting with either melee weapon is mostly a 
matter of  pressing the button quickly and jumping out of  
danger when necessary. More moves or weapons would have 
given this part of  the gameplay enough depth to last the full 
experience, but as it is, the combat becomes uninteresting 
long before the quest is over.

That is not the case for puzzles, mainly because they are 
used sparingly. There are more frequent puzzles towards the 
end of  the game though, including a whole level that is like 
one giant puzzle with several smaller ones contained within. 
The puzzles don’t break any new ground, but they do a good 
job of  imitating those found in other adventure games, 
including scaled-down tributes to everything from Myst to 
Majora’s Mask.

The Hobbit is particularly successful in its offer 
to play in Bilbo’s designated profession. In other 
words, there are several chances to do some serious  
burgling. This game eschews standard stealth aides 
like radar, but you also don’t have to worry about 
wall-mounted cameras or infrared sensors. 
Sneaking around is a pretty simple matter of  
taking cover and moving when the enemy’s back is 
turned, but with multiple NPCs running around with 
keen eyes, this simple method can be plenty tense. The 
stealth gameplay is changed significantly once Bilbo 
finds the One Ring, which lets him turn invisible. The 
mechanic is balanced with a meter that has to be 
recharged after using the ring, and also by an increase 
in the number and vigilance of  the characters looking 

for you. The ring doesn’t factor into combat very much, 
because Bilbo can’t attack while wearing it, and most fighting 
enemies can see through the effect anyway.

All of  this variety in gameplay and the fortitude of  each style 
ensure that The Hobbit never becomes boring over the 
course of  its rather lengthy adventure. Like the book it is 
based upon, the game struggles to establish itself  as being 
truly epic, but there is no doubt that it is satisfying and fun to 
play. Whether you’re a long-time fan or just someone curious 
about the roots of  The 
Lord of  the Rings, this 
game is a faithful and 
entirely enjoyable way 
to experience the 
travels of  that other 
famous hobbit.

- Bland character models
- Thin combat mechanics

+ Great music and voice-acting
+ Huge levels to explore
+ Long and challenging
+ Sneaking around Smaug the Dragon

 8
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Send your Fan Art to: 
poweredoff@nintendoworldreport.com
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By Crystal Chappell
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1. It's the planet Samus finds herself  stranded on in 
Metroid Prime 2: Echoes. (Aether)

2. First seen in Super Mario World, these dungeon 
bosses were recently revived in New Super Mario 
Bros. 2. (Reznors)

3. This incredibly rare item in Super Mario Bros. 3 
kept the level's airship from moving. (Anchor)

4. It's the name of  the first dungeon in Link's Awakening. (Tail Cave)

5. This real-life racer is an unlockable character in 
Sonic All-Stars Racing Transformed. (Danica 
Patrick)

6. Kine, one of  Kirby's animal friends, is this kind of  
fish. (Sun Fish)

7. Heidi Klum was the Bond girl in this well-regarded 
game. (Everything or Nothing).

8. The PlayStation 3 has gone through this many hardware iterations. (3)

9. "Atomic Purple" was a color variation for this Nintendo 
handheld. (Game Boy Color)

10. This is the most powerful sword Link can wield 
in The Legend of  Zelda (NES). (Magical Sword)

Jeopardy	 Answers
By Zachary Miller
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Nintendo World Report T-Shirts are available to buy over at: 

ninwr.spreadshirt.com

The various designs feature logos and artwork from two of  our great 
podcasts, Radio Free Nintendo, and Connectivity. Go on and grab yours 
today!

The original RFN shirt design features "character art" of  Jonny, Greg, 
James, and Lindy, all provided by listener David Ochart. The overall 
graphic design is by Amanda Albert. The front features all four beloved 
RFN personalities arranged in the style of  the classic "black box" NES 
packaging; the back says "NintendoWorldReport.com" and "Est. 1999".

http://ninwr.spreadshirt.com/
http://ninwr.spreadshirt.com/
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